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In my prior article, we covered the ground shaking impact on many industries of recent changes in technology 
from inexpensive and powerful computing to always on high bandwidth networks. Distribution models are 
changing rapidly in many industries, remaking existing markets, and creating new ones.  Financial services has felt 
the impact but may well see more rapid change in the next three years.   We identified two primary impediments 
to adapting to these changes:   (a) internal and cultural resistance; and (b) inadequate understanding of the 
economics of technology integration and how to partner with the right companies to meet the challenges and 
seize the opportunities. 
 
The first challenge for any existing successful business is cultural.  It’s so important that almost nothing else 
matters.  A huge checkbook can’t offset a rigid business culture that repels change even faced with new economics 
that shatter existing business models.   
 
An employee benefits firm was likely built by having talented and aggressive sales people that built a Rolodex of C-
Level executives and are excellent at proposal generation, benefit acquisition, fitting benefits into an overall 
budget, and managing initial and annual rollouts.  The market isn’t really the individual employee in this model:   
instead, it is the executive team at the client company that selects the programs and pays the bills.    
 
This model has worked for over 40 years and is only now starting to see signs of change. A wholesale model 
changing to retail or at least seeing strong retail type processes deployed as part of the process seems inevitable.   
I suspect 100% of the readers of this article would agree with this general description of the future---but there the 
agreement may well stop.   What this means to their firm and how to get there might yield many different 
answers. 
 
I would not underestimate the challenge of getting your entire organization committed to whatever changes you 
believe are necessary to succeed.    
 
Most executives of employee benefit firms I interact with recognize that a transition in how they do business is 
coming but generally believe it’s not here just yet.   When you ask them “where do you see things in three years?” 
their answers suggest major changes in their current business model are arriving reasonably fast.   If you ask, 
however, what they are doing about it internally, the real answer is not much.   The focus remains on day to day 
blocking and tackling and managing regulatory changes.   40 years of success is a long time---and success is an 
impediment to change no matter how clear the challenges are on the horizon. 
 
Culturally, technology companies are highly conditioned to rapid change. Many companies start and are closed or 
sold within ten years.  Breakeven analyses are measured in months.  Technology company employees have lost 
jobs because of a failure by their employer to keep up with the marketplace----so instead of being inhibitors to 
change, technology employees are often pushing for them. Costs have relentlessly declined. Computing hardware 
is often less than $300 for a robust server.  Software development costs are 50% less expensive than five years 
ago.  Communications costs have dropped to pennies.  So change happens fast.  Adapt or get run over. 
 
Most industries have the other model:  top executives see changes coming and try to rally the troops around them 
to both see and act on the changes needed but often fail.    
 
Doing business as usual is a strong cultural component of many companies----and for good reasons too.   It avoids 
mistakes.   Not to mention training costs, customers need for certainty, and relationships with suppliers and 
professionals. 
 
I will leave it to the reader to determine when and how they make changes how best to do so organizationally----
technology companies often adopt flatter organization charts than other industries and often use an “existing” and 



smaller “new” team structure with one team looking at running the existing business and then a small team 
building a prototype of the “new model” until the teams are merged and old and new systems are thoughtfully 
integrated.   A proven key:  don’t worry too much about the exact mechanics or other process management 
techniques, instead, get the economics and attitudes right, and necessary adjustments will flow as part of the 
process.  It’s more important to get started than it is to have a perfect lift off. 
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